Reptilian waking EEG: slow waves, spindles and evoked potentials.
Signal spectral analysis procedures were used to compute the power spectrum of Gallotia galloti lizards EEG at different (5-35 degrees C) body temperatures. EEG power spectra were mainly characterized by a low frequency peak between 0.5 and 4 Hz which was present at the different body temperatures. A second spectral peak, corresponding to spindles of similar pattern to the sleep spindles of mammals, also appears in the spectra. The peak frequency of the spindles increased with the body temperature. Flash evoked potentials were characterized by a slow triphasic component upon which a spindle was superimposed, adopting a morphology similar to the K complexes of mammalian sleep. The characteristics of this EEG and evoked potentials support the hypothesis of homology between the waking state of the reptiles and the slow wave sleep of mammals.